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Abstract. Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics is shown to be a very appropriate theoretical 
frame for the description of rheological materials. By splitting the total viscous pressure tensor 
into two independent contributions due to the solvent and the polymer and assuming that the 
polymer contribution is a function of the conformation tensor, one generates general non-linear 
constitutive equations. The Giesekus, Jeffreys and Oldroyd &on&ants models are recovered 
as particular cases. The results are also compared with another EIT derivation of Oldroyd’s 
model. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our objective is to modelize some “popular” rheological constitutive equations by means of 
Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT). 
EIT [1,2] is nowadays recognized as an interesting extension of Classical Irreversible Ther- 
modynamics (CIT) [3,4]. In EIT, the CIT local equilibrium hypothesis is generalized by en- 
larging the space of state variables with quantities taking the form of thermodynamic fluxes 
and vanishing at equilibrium. For instance, in the case of a on-component viscous fluid, 
the local equilibrium variables u (internal energy) and u (specific volume) are complemented 
by the viscous pressure tensor n” and the heat flux vector q. These extra variables IT” and 
q obey constitutive equations of the Maxwell-Cattaneo type. 
There is no lack of generality by allowing these new variables to be decomposed into 
several parts [5]. As a matter of fact, in rheology it is convenient to split the viscous pressure 
tensor into a solvent and polymer contributions: fl” = nS + P. Moreover, it is generally 
admitted [6,7,8] that the polymer contribution P is function of the conformation tensor C. 
This tensor describes the three-dimensional deformability of polymeric macromolecules in a 
solvent. Therefore, instead of choosing n’ and J7P as independent variables, it is equivalent 
to take the total viscous pressure P and the conformation tensor C. For the sake of 
simplicity, thermal effects are ignored from now on (neither heat flux nor heat supply). 
The purpose of this note is to show that, by using the conformation tensor as indepen- 
dent variable, EIT provides an interesting theoretical frame for establishing a wide class of 
rheological equations. 
EIT MODELLING OF RHEOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
We assume that there exists an entropy density function s depending on u, v, n” and C: 
It is important to recall that the 
which vanishes at equilibrium. Its 
3 = s(u,u,n”,c) (1) 
conformation tensor is a symmetric second rank tensor 
trace is zero for incompressible fluids. 
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In differential form, one may write equation (1) as: 
ds = T-‘du + pT-‘dv + & : dP” + kdp’ + 2 : 
8P” 
dK + an fid/c 
T is the absolute temperature, p the hydrostatic pressure; pv and n are the traces of P and 
C respectively while P” and K are their deviatoric parts. 
Expression (2) generalizes the classical Gibbs equation whose r.h.s. contains only the first 
two terms. The derivatives of s with respect to P”, p”, K, and n can be expressed in terms 
of the non-equilibrium variables by means of the representation theorems of tensors. By 
restricting the analysis to second order developments one obtains 
Tds = du + pdv - u(aP” + (;K) : dP” - v(yp” + @)dp’ 
- v(CP” + PK) : dK - v(<p” + bc)dx, (3) 
where Q, p, y, 6, C, < are coefficients depending generally on u and v. 
The next step is the calculation of the rate of entropy production u’. As a preliminary, 
recall that s is assumed to be an objective scalar depending only on objective quantities [9]. 
Therefore, equation (3) must be recast into the form (p = LJ-‘) 
PT~ = pti + ppti - (aP” + CK) : DP” - (ypv + <,c)$ 
- (CP” + PK) : DK - (<p” + brc)ti, (4) 
wherein D represents an arbitrary objective time derivative [lo]; a upper dot stands for 
material time derivative. It is well known that the objective time derivative of a scalar 
reduces to its material time derivative so that Ds, Du and Dv have directly been replaced 
by 8, ti and ti. By writing equation (4), it is expressed that the time derivative of s is 
independent of any frame of reference. Should we select a corotational reference frame, then 
we could replace in (4) all the objective derivatives by material derivatives [2]. This property 
is typical of a corotational frame of reference but is not true for any other objective time 
derivative. 
The entropy production u* is defined by 
d = pi + V.J”, (5) 
where V is the nabla operator and J” the entropy flux. In absence of heat effects J” is zero 
[2]. When use is made of the energy and mass conservation equations, it is easily checked 
that 
Tc” = -P” : (v + aDP” + CDK) - p”(V.S+ yIj” + <k) 
-K : (CDP” + PDK) - tc(fli” + hi), (6) 
which can be written as a bilinear form in thermodynamic fluxes and conjugate expressions 
called “thermodynamic forces”: 
TUT” = -Pv :X-p”X-I<:Y-KY; (7) 
in equation (6), v’ is the velocity field and v the symmetric traceless part of the velocity 
gradient tensor. In analogy with CIT, the forces X, t, Y, y will be expressed in terms 
of the fluxes. By limiting the developments to second order terms, one gets the following 
constitutive equations which actually take the form of evolution equations for the fluxes: 
3 + CYDP” + CDK = - AxP” - BxK - Cx(P”.P”) - Dx(K.K) - Ex(P’.K)~ 
- Fxp’P’ - GxpVK - HxKP” - IxKK, (8) 
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CDP” + ,BDK = - AyP” - ByK - Cy(P”.P”) - Dy(K.K) - Ey(P”.K)’ 
- Fyp” P” - Gyp”K - HyxPv - Iy/cK, (9) 
V.v’+ y$’ + .$iE = - a,p” - b,n - cz(p”)’ - dzn2 - ezpvn: 
- fzP” : P” - g,K : K - h,P” : K, (10) 
~~+6~~-a,pV-b,n-c,(pV)2-ddy~2-eypV~-~fyPV:PV-gYK:K-hyPV:K. (11) 
Latin letters with subscripts are phenomenological functions of u and v. Symbol ( ) means 
“deviatoric part of’ and superscript s “symmetrization”. 
Of course these constitutive equations are automatically objective as a consequence of the 
objectivity of equation (4). 
The second law of thermodynamics demands that CP > 0 from which follows 
Ax > 0, By > 0, 4AxBy > (AY + Bx)~ and a, > 0, b, > 0, 40,by > (aY + b,)2. (12) 
Furthermore, by imposing the convexity of entropy, which is equivalent to requiring sta- 
bility of equilibrium, one has 
Q > 0, P > 0, a/3 > C* and y > 0, 6 > 0, y6 > t2. (13) 
Inequalities (13) can also be seen as necessary and sufficient conditions for the momentum 
balance equation and relations (8)-(11) to form a hyperbolic differential equations system: 
as a consequence, perturbations propagate by viscous effects at finite velocity. 
Under some circumstances, it is possible to eliminate the conformation tensor from the 
constitutive equations. The second term of the r.h.s. of equation (8) can be isolated to 
express K as a function of the other terms of this equation. The same procedure can be 
repeated with n: and equation (10). These expressions are then reintroduced in (9) and 
(11). After dropping terms of order higher than two and considering that time derivation 
increases by one the order of the involved quantity, the following equations are found: 
QDP” + P” = - 2t# + &Dv) + A(P”.P”) + B(i??) + C(P”.~)” 
+ Dp”P” + Ep”v + F(V.u)P” + G(V.u)P, (14) 
r# + p” = - 2q0(V.v’+ X,(V.iY)) + a(p”)’ + b(Vq2 
+ cp”V.v’+ dP” : P” + ev : v + hP” : VI. (15) 
The phenomenological coefficients in these equations are independent quantities. From (12), 
it can easily be shown that the viscosities rla and ~0 are positive: 
rl2 > 0, ??o > 0. (16) 
If Az or X0 is different from zero, the set of basic equations is a parabolic system due to the 
presence of the time derivatives of the velocity gradients. If Xz and A0 vanish, inequalities 
(13) imply that the relaxation times sz and ro are positive: 
Q! > 0, 70 > 0. (17) 
These inequalities are the hyperbolicity conditions when the retardation times Xz and X, - 
vanish. 
Combination of equations (14) and (15) results in a unique equation for the total viscous 
pressure tensor 17”. After some lengthy but straightforward calculations, one obtains 
rzDnV + Ii’” = - 2r)2(V + XzDV) + ALr”.,” + BV.V + C(n”.V)a 
+ D’p”l7” + E’p”V + F’(V.?J’)D” + G’(V.T?)V 
+ [(f-~)p”+2($-~)v.a+2(+*)(V.v). 
i- a’(~“)~ + b’(V.q* + c’p”V.v’+ d’l7” : 17” + e’V : V + h’ll” : I/ 1 I , 
’ (18) 
where Z is the identity tensor and V the symmetric part of the velocity gradient. 
This relation together with conditions (16) and (17) are the essential features of the present 
model. 
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DISCUSSION 
Equation (18) is the most general second order expression in the velocity gradient and the 
viscous pressure tensor. All the phenomenological coefficients are independent so that each 
term of the constitutive equation can be cancelled independently of the others. 
It is interesting to realize that expression (18) contains most of the usual linear and non- 
linear rheological models. By setting A = D’ = a’ = d’ = 0 and 70 = 3~2, one recognizes 
the well-known Oldroyd 8-constants model for an incompressible fluid (V.v’ = 0) [6]. The 
Newton, Maxwell, Jeffreys, Giesekus and Reiner-Rivlin models are also easily recovered by 
cancelling appropriate terms. 
In (8)-(11) or (18), the objective time derivative is arbitrary. However, in equation (18), 
it is sufficient to consider Jaumann’s derivative as the other objective time derivatives [lo] 
can be obtained by adjusting the values of the parameters C, F’, B and G’. 
We have shown that EIT is able to generate very general rheological models. It should 
however be mentioned that other authors [ll] have also derived Oldroyd’s constitutive equa- 
tion within the framework of EIT. Their work is based on a so-called “closure assumption”; 
the latter is a supplementary hypothesis wherein quantities like V or li are considered as 
extra “parameters” which may appear in the developments of the thermodynamic forces. 
In reference [ll], it is also stated that the principle of objectivity is introduced in a “nat- 
ural” way by giving particular values to some phenomenological parameters. Clearly, such 
a procedure does not mean that objectivity is a consequence of the fundamental principles 
underlying EIT. 
In the present work by contrast, the principle of objectivity is imposed from the outset 
as usually performed in rheology. As a matter of fact, it is sufficient to assume that the 
entropy is an objective quantity as that hypothesis implies directly the objectivity of the 
constitutive equations. 
The introduction of the conformation tensor as additional variable has allowed us to 
avoid the closure assumption and to describe a wide class of rheological materials within the 
framework of EIT. 
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